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Abstract
Twitter is a social network that provides a powerful source of data. The analysis of those data offers many challenges

among those stands out the opportunity to find reputation of a product, a person or any other entity of interest. Several

approaches for sentiment analysis have been proposed in the literature to assess the general opinion expressed in tweets on

an entity. Nevertheless, these methods aggregate sentiment scores retrieved from tweets, which is a static view to evaluate

the overall reputation of an entity. The reputation of an entity is not static; entities collaborate with each other, and they get

involved in different events over time. A simple aggregation of sentiment scores is then not sufficient to represent this

dynamism. In this paper, we present a new approach to determine the reputation of an entity on the basis of the set of events

in which it is involved. To achieve this, we propose a new sampling method driven by a tweet weighting measure to give a

better quality and summary of the target entity. We introduce the concept of Frequent Named Entities to determine the

events involving the target entity. Our evaluation achieved for different entities shows that 90% of the reputation of an

entity originates from the events it is involved in and the breakdown into events allows interpreting the reputation in a

transparent and self-explanatory way.

Keywords Reputation � Named Entities � Frequent itemsets � Sampling � Twitter � Opinion mining

1 Introduction

Twitter has become one of the most popular social media

platforms at the moment. It includes 1 billion user accounts

and millions of active users who post information about

their daily life or about relevant events. A Twitter user can

follow any number of other users. Tweets from a user with

a high number of followers have a larger audience and

subsequently a higher visibility. As a result, these tweets

are more probable to be seen, liked or retweeted. Infor-

mation is spread through Twitter by means of retweets and

favorites. Therefore, the more retweets and the more

favorites a tweet gets, the more it spreads, as it gets more

audience. There has been several incidents where Twitter

has been faster in spreading information than the main-

stream media.

Given that any kind of information can be posted and

shared, it is possible to filter out tweets related to a person,

a product, an organization or any other entity of interest.

Data extraction through crawling or querying depends on
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the APIs provided by Twitter, and retrieving relevant data

is a challenge due to the noise such as spam and false

information. The opinion about an entity, held by the

public, is widely known as reputation. Natural language

processing techniques adapted for short texts, abbreviations

and emoticons are widely used for sentiment analysis

expressed in tweets [4, 8, 13, 20]. Most of these extend the

overall reputation of a given entity. The reputation is

evaluated by aggregating the sentiment scores of individual

tweets in which the target entity is involved or by breaking

down the tweets into topics.

Nonetheless, entities collaborate with each other and get

involved in different events over time. Therefore, the

reputation of an entity is not static but rather quite

dynamic; especially, public figures are the typical example

of reputation influenced by events. For instance, the

involvement of a public figure in a charity event arises

positive feelings, while a scandal creates negative senti-

ments. The existing sentiment analysis techniques would

aggregate both events (the charity and the scandal) to a

neutral sentiment. Hence, the simple aggregation discards

the dynamism of the entity by cutting the links with the

original events which contributed to the reputation.

Even when we consider entities such as products,

movies or organizations, their reputation is highly corre-

lated with the events and the entities they are part of. Thus,

the overall reputation or the public opinion of an entity is

dependent on the other entities it is involved with and the

events occurring at that time.

In this paper, we present a new approach to determine

the reputation of an entity on the basis of the set of events

in which it is involved. This work extends the paper we

presented in [3]: (1) including more related work; (2)

giving more details about the algorithms, specifically about

the sampling algorithm and its parameters; (3) studying the

correlation between parameters of interest and their rela-

tion to the entities; (4) and finally, extending the experi-

ments by analyzing another kind of entity of interest,

products.

Our main contributions are the following:

• We propose a new sampling method driven by a tweet

weighting measure to give a better quality and

summary of the target entity. This measure is based

on the influence the tweets have on the audience by

taking into account the retweets, the number of

followers and the favorites. The more a tweet is liked,

the more it is retweeted and the more followers its

owner has, the higher the weight will be.

• Besides, we introduce the concept of Frequent Named

Entities (FNEs) to determine the events involving the

target entity. Using frequent entities, we interpret the

reputation of a given entity in a self-explanatory way,

through the events it is involved in.

• Our evaluation achieved for different kind of target

entities: persons, products and movies. The results

show that 90% of the reputation of an entity originates

from the events it is involved in. The breakdown into

events allows interpreting the reputation in a transpar-

ent and self-explanatory way. Moreover, the sampling

method improves the interpretation of the reputation

since the weighted sample technique yields richer

information by being able to discover more events.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

Sect. 2, we discuss the related work, and a detailed

description of our approach is provided in Sect. 3. We

present our experimental results in Sect. 4, and we con-

clude in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

Twitter has been used broadly for gathering information

about an entity of interest. Characterizing an attitude as

positive, negative or neutral toward a topic is known as

sentiment analysis. Most of the contribution in the field

focuses on finding sentiments in the tweet level

[1, 5, 13, 25], some of them suggest aggregating the sen-

timents as a simple sum [4, 7, 17, 22, 24], while the

problem of the reputation of an entity has not been

specifically addressed.

Natural language processing is a well-established

research area in computer science. There is a lot of research

carried out in understanding sentiment and emotions using

natural language techniques. Sentiwordnet [8] uses the

synonym set or synset in WORDNET to give three

numerical scores to describe how positive, negative or

objective are the terms that are contained in it. The analysis

of sentiments has been proven to be useful in reputation

management and marketing [14]. Furthermore, the trends

in micro-blogging sites like Twitter are actually correlated

with the real-world scenarios [5]. There are Internet slang

and acronyms that are vastly used in tweets which carry

valuable information in understanding the underlying sen-

timent. Moreover, the use of emoticons contributes to the

sentiment [15]. In [13], they have used Internet-specific

acronyms, emoticons and domain-specific text processing

to successfully detect the sentiments of tweets and classify

them into 3 categories with the help of naive Bayes clas-

sifiers. Unigram model has been compared to tree kernel

and senti-feature-based model, proving that both the latest

outperforms the first [1].

Machine learning techniques prove to be effective with

sentiment analysis: a semi-supervised approach that uses
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an interpolation between a universal labeled training set as

a base, processed with SVM, and then a topic-related

unlabeled training set for enrichment, processed with LDA

in [25] and naive Bayes that uses topic-related clusters in

[22]. In order to augment the accuracy of the classifier,

semantic sentiment analysis is used in [19]. Emoticons,

repeated letters or acronyms have been used in [4] to

aggregate the sentiments of the tweets, related to a product.

Domain-dependent sentiment analysis has been studied in

[29] and the effect of hashtags in assigning sentiment

scores to tweets in [24]. Sentiment strength or sentistrength

has been developed to extract the sentiment of tweets [20],

and it was also used in My Space, another social network

[21] proving to be quite powerful in both. The tool takes

into consideration emoticons, repeated letters, phrasal

verbs and everyday expressions, exclamation marks and

repeated punctuation. It has incorporated a misspelling

correction algorithm and trained by machine learning

techniques. Sentistrength shows a higher accuracy com-

pared to several other learning methods.

In this context, we decided to exploit sentistrength in our

work as a base tool for sentiment extraction from tweets.

Identifying products and persons is explored in [7] using

pattern discovery and mining of comparative sentences

inside blogs, forums and product reviews. In [17], different

entities are further classified into topics (using hashtags)

and the overall opinion is summarized based on the dif-

ferent topics. In contrast to both approaches, we are

interested in finding the reputation of an entity in Twitter,

which is based on news, events and activities. Therefore,

exploring events is needed besides the traditional methods

of sentiment analysis or text mining. Thus, instead of

mining hashtags or words, we mine entities. Named Entity

Recognition techniques are used since they find the entities,

locations, companies, etc, involved in the event. Moreover,

our contribution focuses on presenting the opinion about an

entity, exploring itemset mining techniques with the

Named Entities that co-occur together. We show that the

Named Entities prove to be quite powerful in opinion

summarization.

3 Approach

Figure 1 depicts the overall approach. To extract reputation

of people and products from Twitter, the first step consists

in querying Twitter to retrieve data related to a target entity

E and in extracting the set of Named Entities from the

collected tweets. The overall dataset is then described

using a Twitter representation model we defined to repre-

sent the tweets, the users and the entities. This model is

detailed in Sect. 3.1. In the second step, we enrich the

information in the tweets to retrieve the tweets that have

influence on the audience using a sampling algorithm

detailed in Sect. 3.3. In the third step, on top of the sampled

data, we apply frequent itemset mining algorithm to extract

the Frequent Named Entities (FNEs) related to the entity of

interest E. This step is presented in Sect. 3.4.

3.1 Twitter Data Representation

Twitter data can be seen as a network characterized by a

high interconnectivity between users and tweets. Each user

or tweet of this network is rich of attributes. More formally,

Twitter data are represented as a graph as follows:

T ¼ hV;Ui ð1Þ

where V is the set of nodes and U is the set of directed

edges between nodes. Different types of nodes are defined

in V:

• t is a tweet, accompanied by attribute values, which

include the text of the tweet, the id of the tweet, the

number of favorites and the number of retweets.

• u is a user with attributes as username and number of

followers.

• h is a hashtag extracted from the tweet.

• e is an entity discovered in tweets.

• url is an url found in a tweet.

Different types of directed edges are defined in U:

• \u; t[ is an edge from u to t with the label ‘‘has

tweeted’’.

• \t; h[ is an edge from t to h with the label ‘‘has

hashtag’’.

• \t; e[ is the edge from t to e with the label ‘‘has

entity’’.

• \t; url[ is the edge from t to url with the label ‘‘has

url’’.

3.2 Problem Formulation

Twitter graph provides rich information about events that

involve an entity of interest and its relation to other entities.

It is rather naive to interpret the reputation of an entity of

interest E by the means of a simple aggregation. A simple

Fig. 1 Overall view of the

approach
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aggregation of the sentiment of tweets provides an overall

sentiment of the entity but loses the links to the events in

which E is involved.

The reputation interpretation problem aims to describe

the reputation of an entity E from the events where E par-

ticipates. More formally, the reputation interpretation has

the following input and output:

• Input The Twitter graph filtered by the entity of interest

E T E ¼ \V;U[
• Output The reputation of an entity E defined as follows

in Eq. 2:

RE ¼ ðik; rkÞj1� k� nf g ð2Þ

where ik is a frequent set related to the target entity E

and rk is the associated reputation.

For instance, let us consider an entity E and the Twitter

graph T . After applying weighted sampling (step 2 in

Fig. 1), we get 5 tweets where the entities A, B, C and

D appear as represented by the following edges:

• \t1;A[ ;\t1;B[
• \t2;B[ ;\t2;C[ ;\t2;D[
• \t3;A[ ;\t3;B[ ;\t3;C[ ;\t3;D[
• \t4;A[ ;\t4;B[ ;\t4;D[
• \t5;A[ ;\t5;B[ ;\t5;C[ ;\t5;D[

Let us suppose that the sentiment analysis gave the fol-

lowing results:

• t1 : ½þ 40;� 60�
• t2 : ½þ 50;� 50�
• t3 : ½þ 25;� 75�
• t4 : ½þ 30;� 70�
• t5 : ½þ 40;� 60�
The numbers show the positive sentiment versus the neg-

ative one. For example, we can interpret it as tweet t1 is

40% positive and 60% negative.

Let us assume that the frequent set of entities are

i1; i2; i3; i4 and i5, we can calculate the reputation rk of each

frequent set ik as the normalized sum of sentiments of the

tweets. For instance, i1 is contained in t2 and t3. Hence, r2
is based on sentiments of t2 and t3. Finally, we can show

the reputation of E as:

RE ¼

i1 ¼ fA;B;Cg; r1 ¼ ½þ 32:5;� 67:5�;
i2 ¼ fA;B;Dg; r2 ¼ ½þ 31:7;� 68:3�;
i3 ¼ fA;C;Dg; r3 ¼ ½þ 32:5;� 67:5�;
i4 ¼ fB;C;Dg; r4 ¼ ½þ 32:5;� 67:5�;
i5 ¼ fA;B;C;Dg; r5 ¼ ½þ 32:5;� 67:5�

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

Note that the reputation could be seen as a collection of

events, accompanied by the sentiment. For example, the

sentiment of the event that involved the frequent set i1 ¼
fA;B;Cg is þ 32:5% positive and � 67:5% negative.

3.3 Weighted Sampling

Sampling data have widely been addressed to retrieve data

from Twitter due to the immense number of data flowing

through daily. Twitter has provided a REST API1 which

allows running queries against the data to retrieve a sample

of the actual content on Twitter. But the REST API has a

rate limit which allows users to query in 15-min windows.

Twitter also has a streaming API to listen to a 1% sample

of the live Twitter feed. But using the streaming API

requires a lot of bandwidth and storage space and no his-

torical data are available as it is realtime.

Sampling techniques are discussed in a vast number of

papers. The most important question that we should pose

is: ‘‘Do we went a statistically representative sample that

aligns with the real, large Twitter dataset or do we want a

filtered sample that focuses on the relevant tweets?’’.

Several papers have contributed to finding a statistically

representative sample [9, 11, 16, 18, 23, 26–28] using

different approaches such as breadth-first search, random

walk, unbiased sampling and expert sampling. Since we

want to find the reputation of an entity and our goal is the

richness and relevance of the sample, we find these

methods not suitable. The idea of focused crawling related

to a specific topic, based on weights, has been used in [12]

and expert sampling in [10]. The study provided by [6]

underlines the importance of the retweets and of the

mentions in judging about the influence of the users.

Inspired by this work, retrieving tweets related to a specific

entity is done through querying Twitter with a keyword by

considering the three main following parameters that

influence the quality of the tweet:

• The number of times the tweet is retweeted People

retweet information that they agree on and they want to

spread in the crowd.

• The favorite count of the tweet Marking a tweet as

favorite is an expression of approval.

• The number of followers of the user that has tweeted

Number of followers indicate the penetration of the

user in the crowd, in the meantime it represents the

interest of the crowd on the user.

In order to sample weighting on the aforementioned

parameters, we defined two algorithms; Algorithm 1 pro-

vides the procedure of weight calculation in tweet level,

taking into account how many times the tweet is retweeted

and is marked as favorite and how many followers the user

has. The absolute values of these parameters need to be

1 https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public.
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well scaled to be integrated into a weighting function.

Moreover, the intervals of the values vary depending on the

case. Therefore, we do not study this impact. Rather, we

use a simple ranking approach to weight our tweets, which

ranks the tweets individually for each parameter and then

averages the ranking to conduct a weight. Algorithm 2

generates a biased sampling toward the weight of the

tweets.

In order to calculate the weight, Algorithm 1 uses the

tweets gathered by step 1 in Fig. 1 and their respective

parameters of interest. We select a parameter p of interest,

for instance the retweets, to assign a tweet ti a ranking

value qpi according to p value (line 3). If t1 has more

retweets than t2, a higher ranking will be assigned to t1
compared to t2. We iterate this procedure for all param-

eters of interest. An average of rankings of all parameters

is proposed as a merged metric for all rankings (lines 7–

9). Then the weight wi of each tweet ti is calculated as in

line 13.

Our Algorithm 2 promotes a dynamic approach of

selecting tweets in random, biasing on their weight. The

input of this algorithm is fðti;wiÞg, produced by Algo-

rithm 1. To define if ti will be selected or not, it generates a

random number x (line 2) and then compares wi to x (line

3). It is obvious that high weighted tweets have more

chance to be selected.

90 N. B. Seghouani et al.
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3.4 Reputation of Frequent Named Entities

The sample S retrieved from Algorithm 2 will be used to

find the reputation of the entity E, aided from the frequent

entities in S [2]. Named Entities (NEs) carry valuable

information as they represent people, location, time and

monetary values. Considering a tweet t as a transaction

containing a set of entities e as items including the entity of

interest E, we define the following concepts:

• Itemset: set of Named Entities that appear together in a

tweet

• Frequent itemset: set of Named Entities that frequently

appear together in a tweet

• Support of a itemset: the percentage of tweets of S that

contains the itemset

We introduce the notion of Frequent Named Entities as

follows:

Definition 1 A Frequent Named Entity (FNE), denoted ik,

is a set of e that is maximal according to a predefined

support in S.

A FNE ik describes an event associated with a reputation

rk defined as follows:

Definition 2 Sentiment of the reputation of an event ik,

denoted rk, will be the ratio between the sum of all positive

sentiments posi and the negative sentiments negi of the

tweets ti that contain ik.

rk ¼
P

i posiP
i posi þ

P
i negi

;

P
i negiP

i posi þ
P

i negi

� �

The sum of all underlying positive sentiments of tweets,

as well as the sum of the negative ones, can be transformed

into normalized proportions that indicate the reputation of

an entity E.

Definition 3 The reputation of an entity E, denoted RE, is

the set of events ik where E is involved, accompanied by

their sentiment of reputation rk. Formally:

RE ¼ fðik; rkÞj1� k� ng.

We propose finding FNEs and interpret the reputation of

the entity of interest E by its corresponding FNEs and their

reputation. This approach is described in Algorithm 3. We

intend to find the tweets that contain the FNEs and

aggregate their sentiment (lines 5–10). Note that in line 10

we use the normalized definition of reputation, in order to

avoid misleading that comes from absolute values of sen-

timents. Algorithm 3 outputs the reputation of E, RE, as

defined in Definition 3.

In this way, the reputation of an entity can be explored

through the relations it has with other entities. The data

manage to explain itself about the reputation extraction

because the information is transparent to the user. Since

Algorithm 3 provides normalized values of reputation, each

\ik; rk [ can be accompanied by their support in S to

express the coverage of this opinion in the dataset.

4 Experiments

In this section, we run experiments to evaluate our

approach in different aspects such as the richness of the

samples, effectiveness of frequent entity mining, and

comparing the ranking of the sample to the population.

Retrieving data from Twitter can be overwhelming due

to the immense number of data flowing through daily.

Twitter has provided a REST API which allows running

queries against the data. The REST API data are a sample
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of the actual content on Twitter. Twitter also has a

streaming API which allows users to listen to a 1% sample

of the live twitter feed. We use the REST API to collect the

data since we are interested in older tweets, as well as

users. To collect data about a certain topic, we used a query

having a string as parameter (such as Obama). In [3], the

datasets of Trump, Obama are collected in January 2017,

La La Land and The Voice in March 2017, while for the

new entity, Samsung, the data are collected in March 2018.

Neo4j2 graph database for data storage, respecting the

Twitter graphs definition of Sect. 3.

We improved the quality of the text by separating

merged words inside the hashtag. For example,

#iamsohappy and #iam#sohappy will be handled by

our cleaning algorithm to produce i am so happy. We

are using the corpus of words of sentistrength3 for word

identification and then different techniques for organizing

the sentence and discarding not relevant words.

We have used Stanford NLP4 to identify the Named

Entities from the retrieved tweets, after identifying the

entities e stored in the same database as separate nodes

with the edge \t; e[ relating to the tweet t. Stanford

NLP also has a sentiment analysis module. But there have

been tools that are designed and optimized for small text

sentiment analysis specially for Twitter. In this paper, we

have used sentistrength as the sentiment analysis tool.

Sentistrength scores a given text with a positive and neg-

ative value. The text will have both a negative and a pos-

itive score from � 5 to � 1 and 1–5. For instance, if a text

is highly negative, it will have a score of � 5 and 1 indi-

cating that there is no positive score but a high negative

value. Once the sentiment analysis is done, the scores are

also stored in the database for each of the tweets as

parameters. In the following, we firstly present statistics

about the collected data and then the results provided by

each step.

4.1 Data Analytics

In this section, we analyze our datasets gathered through

REST API from Twitter. In Sect. 4.1.1, we run general

statistics about the size of the dataset, number of retweets,

number of followers etc, as well as advanced statistics

regarding the richness of the datasets. Later, we continue

with the correlation of our parameters of interest in

Sect. 4.1.2 and their relation to Named Entities in

Sect. 4.1.3.

4.1.1 Statistics of Datasets

We collected four datasets of tweets: Obama dataset,

Trump dataset, La La Land dataset, The Voice dataset and

Samsung dataset by querying Twitter with respective

strings.

In the context of the describing the dataset characteris-

tics, we define two notions:

• Density of NEs—Density of Named Entities. It

expresses the average number of Named Entities linked

to a tweet

• Coverage of NEs—Coverage of Named Entities. It

represents the percentage of the tweets in the dataset

that contains at least one Named Entity.

The average parameter values for each of the datasets are

presented in Table 1.

The datasets regarding public figures have a high density

of Named Entities, as well as a high coverage (Table 2).

Moreover, in terms of general characteristics, tweets

regarding public figures come from popular users, and they

are considerably retweeted and liked. Tweets regarding La

La Land are less influential in terms of parameters of

Table 1 Dataset characteristics
Dataset Total tweets Average retweets Average favorites Average followers

Obama 15418 873.841 255.787 51983.204

Trump 8918 662.575 243.960 43305.510

La La Land 18852 338.720 31.686 15328.642

The Voice 6864 1286.715 137.539 36492.422

Samsung 2069 418.317 32.42 55233

Table 2 Dataset characteristics related to NE

Dataset Density of NE Distinct NE Coverage of NE

Obama 1.818 1865 0.916

Trump 1.888 1559 0.897

La La Land 1.382 1948 0.630

The Voice 1.061 1124 0.547

Samsung 1.81 454 0.78

2 https://neo4j.com.
3 http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk.
4 https://nlp.stanford.edu.
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interest. For instance, the average favorites of Trump and

Obama are eight times more than the average favorites of

La La Land and Samsung. The same argument goes for the

retweets; La La Land and Samsung have almost half the

retweets of Trump and almost one third of the retweets of

Obama. Moreover, La La Land has a moderate density and

low coverage of Named Entities. Samsung, on the contrary,

has the highest number of followers compared to other

datasets. This could be due to the fact that the community

who follows technology is highly likely to be active on

Twitter and excited about the brand and wants to follow the

news. But the number of retweets is low compared to the

followers.

Fig. 2 Correlation of

parameters, a Trump, b Obama,

c La La Land, d The Voice,

e Samsung
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When it comes to The Voice, the parameters of interest

are satisfying; for instance, the average number of retweets

is considerably higher than all other four datasets.

However, it should be noted that sometimes retweets are a

consequence of a marketing or advertising, not a real

interest parameter; as if we compare it to the favorite count,

Fig. 3 Relation of parameters of

interest and NEs in our datasets,

a Favorite count versus NEs in

Obama, b Retweets versus NEs

in Obama, c Followers versus

NEs in Obama, d Favorite count

versus NEs in Trump,

e Retweets versus NEs in

Trump, f Followers versus NEs
in Trump, g Favorite count

versus NEs in La La Land,

h Retweets versus NEs in La La

Land, i Followers versus NEs in
La La Land, j Favorite count

versus NEs in The Voice,

k Retweets versus NEs in The

Voice, l Followers versus NEs in
La La Land, m Favorite count

versus NEs in Samsung,

n Retweets versus NEs in

Samsung, o Followers versus

NEs in Samsung
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it is a lower than Obama or Trump but still higher than La

La Land. When it comes to the coverage and the density of

Named Entities, The Voice is inferior to all other four

datasets. For instance, compared to the public figures, it has

half the density and half the coverage. Samsung, on the

contrary, has a high density of NEs but with lower cover-

age. It is interesting for our evaluation to take into con-

sideration datasets with different characteristics.

4.1.2 Correlation of Parameters of Interest

Since our proposed sampling algorithm is based on the

number of retweets, the number of followers and the

favorite count, we study the correlation of these parameters

in our datasets. Intuitively, we would expect them to be

correlated positively, under the assumption that people who

have more followers are influential, so they would get more

retweets and likes. In addition to this, tweets that have good

content are retweeted and the owner of the tweet would get

more followers.

The relation between the parameters of interest is shown

in Fig. 2. As expected, the correlations are positive, expect

a small negative correlation of � 0:05 between the number

of followers and number of retweets in Samsung. The

highest correlation of 0.58 is between number of retweets

and the favorite count for Trump (Fig. 2a), followed by

0.41 for Obama (Fig. 2b). Nevertheless, we notice low

correlations between the number of followers and the

favorite count or number of retweets of the datasets of

people. This is an interesting observation that shows that

the number of followers of the owner is not correlated with

the content of the tweets he posts.

La La Land (Fig. 2c), The Voice (Fig. 2d) and Samsung

(Fig. 2e) are characterized generally by low correlations. In

contrast to the datasets of people, the number of followers

seems to be more correlated with the content of the tweets.

Generally, the low values of correlation indicate that the

parameters are not dependent on each other. Consequently,

our sampling algorithm is not sensitive to the internal

correlation between the parameters, resulting in a better

sample.

Fig. 3 continued
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4.1.3 Relation of Parameters of Interest with NEs

Previously, we studied the correlation of parameters of

interest. In this section, we will focus on the relation

between the parameters of interest and the number of

Named Entities in tweets. We show the relation of number

of NEs versus the favorite count (Fig. 3a), the number of

retweets (Fig. 3b) and the number of followers (Fig. 3c).

The general behavior of this relation is that it resembles

a normal distribution highly skewed on the right side. The

tweets with 1–3 NEs in Obamahave the most retweets and

most likes, and their owners have more followers. Appar-

ently having a high number of NEs does not imply high

values of parameters of interest and vice versa. Neverthe-

less, we can explain this behavior from the fact that it is

highly unlikely for a tweet to contain more than 6 entities;

therefore, this relation is rarer to observe. Similarly, Trump

dataset shows that tweets with more than 6 entities do not

get high values of parameters of interest, simply because it

is a rare event. However, in the case of Trump, there is a

considerable amount of reaction even for tweets with only

one entity, which would be Trump. This shows that event

involving only Trump gets retweets and likes (Fig. 3d, e).

In the case of the number of followers, the behavior is

equally distributed between tweets of 1–4 entities (Fig. 3f).

La La Land (Fig. 3g, h) behaves similarly to Trump,

most of the reaction as related to tweets with 1 entity. In the

case of the followers (Fig. 3i), in contrast to Trump, La La

Land continues to be concentrated in tweets with one NE.

It is important to mention that La La Land is characterized

by lower coverage and density of NEs compared to the

people datasets, but also by low values of parameters of

interest.

The Voice is the dataset that has the lowest numbers in

terms of coverage and density of NEs. These statistics are

obvious in the corresponding figures (Fig. 3j–l). The dis-

tribution is almost equal for tweets with more than one

entity. Samsung brings new insights, where the tweets with

more than 4 entities are able to get a reaction comparable to

tweets with less than 4 entities (Fig. 3m–o). Apparently,

events, where Samsung is involved, contain more NEs

compared to other entities and they are interesting enough

as to attract the audience.

4.2 The Richness of Weighted Sample

In our approach, we propose using weighted sampling for

reputation discovery. Our hypotheses states that the

weighted sampling provides richer information than the

random sampling. Therefore, we extract a random sample

and a weighted sample, following Algorithm 2 from all

datasets. We compare the richness of the information in

terms of these indicators:

• Number of Hashtags

• Number of URLs

• Number of Named Entities

These indicators are calculated for each of the samples. We

iterated the procedure for 10 random samples and 10

Table 3 Average indicators of

the samples
Random Weighted

Hashtags Entities URLs Hashtags Entities URLs

Obama 14048.6 1828.5 5007.9 14256.1 1839.8 5230.2

Trump 8450.38 1609 2981.75 8655.25 1666.12 3094.5

La La Land 7986.9 1198.9 3102.9 9799.2 1081.6 3230.1

The Voice 1047.2 2856.7 1353 668.7 3368.2 1658

Samsung 1930 419.4 521.4 2069 458 656.2

Fig. 4 Average number of itemsets for Obama dataset

Fig. 5 Average number of itemsets for Trump dataset
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weighted samples, for each of the datasets. The average of

the indicators is presented in Table 3.

According to Table 3, the weighted sample is signifi-

cantly richer in terms of the aforementioned indicators for

Trump, Obama, and Samsung datasets. Tweets that contain

more information are more useful to be analyzed. Never-

theless, in terms of entities in La La Land and in terms of

hashtags in The Voice, weighted sample has not been able

to perform better. Since one of our parameters of interest is

retweet count, sometimes for the movies and TV shows

promotional tweets are retrieved, which might not be richer

in information.

4.3 Frequent Named Entity Mining in Weighted
Sample

Frequent Named Entities are discovered through itemset

mining techniques [2]. The tweets are considered as

transactions and the Named Entities as itemsets. We used R

to perform these experiments, arules package and eclat

algorithm.

For all three datasets, we used 50 random samples and

50 weighted samples to extract FNEs and to get an average

of the number of FNEs for each support value. For Obama

dataset (Fig. 4) and Trump dataset (Fig. 5) the weighted

sample performs better for each of the support values,

providing more FNEs than the random sample.

Obama dataset in Fig. 4 shows a similar behavior as

Trump dataset. For the same support, the weighted sample

performs better, sometimes significantly better; in the low

support values, the weighted sample provides 20–40 more

FNEs than the random sample.

The weighted sample in La La Land (Fig. 6), in general,

extracts more FNEs than the random sample. However,

there are fluctuations in this behavior. The reason behind

this event might be related to the fact that the itemsets in

the random sample are dependent only to the support,

while for the weighted sample, the parameters of interest

play an important role as well. Since La La Land was

inferior in terms of parameters of interest and in density

and coverage of Named Entities, compared to the public

figures’ datasets, the weighted sample is not able to make a

sustainable difference.

In the case of The Voice dataset (Fig. 7), the weighted

sample is superior to the random sample. In contrast to La

La Land, even though The Voice has lower density and

coverage, the weighted sample maintains a more

stable behavior, since it is advantageous in terms of

parameters of interest. Thus, we can highlight here the

ability of the weighted sample to produce richer informa-

tion, provided that the parameters of interest are satisfying,

even though the dataset itself might be poor in terms of

Named Entities.

Samsung (Fig. 8) proves to be robust for different values

of support in terms of FNEs discovered through the

weighted sample. The weighted sample is consistently

better than the random sample, especially in low support

values where it has an advantage of 20–30 FNEs more than

the random sample.

4.4 Comparing the Ranking of the FNEs

Since we are exploring FNEs through samples, we want to

guarantee that the FNEs discovered are similar to the FNEs

of the population. We ran eclat algorithm on the whole

datasets to discover the FNEs. As we need to compare lists

of itemsets, Kendall rank correlation is helpful in identi-

fying how similar the lists are. It takes into consideration

Fig. 6 Average number of itemsets for La La Land dataset

Fig. 7 Average number of itemsets for The Voice dataset

Fig. 8 Average number of itemsets for Samsung dataset
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the concordant pairs(C) and discordant pairs(D) to generate

a value between � 1 and 1. Concordant implies that if rank

(x)[rank (y) in the list A, then rank (x)[rank (y) in list B

as well. Otherwise, they are discordant pairs. The higher

the Kendall value, the more similar the lists are. The

Kendall coefficient is defined as:

r ¼ C � D

nðn� 1Þ=2 ð3Þ

where n is the number of pairs that are compared.

Spearman’s rank order is used as well to compute the

similarities between different ranks. Even though Kendall

coefficient is more direct, as it considers the agreeing and

disagreeing ranks, the Spearman coefficient tends to find

the relationship between ordinal variables as in the fol-

lowing formula:

q ¼ 1�
6
P

d2
i

nðn2 � 1Þ
ð4Þ

where d is the distance between ranks and n is the number

of pairs that are compared.

We matched and ranked the FNEs in the population and

in the sample. Then, we calculated the Kendall coefficient

and the Spearman rank order for both rankings. We repe-

ated the experiment for 10 samples from Obama, Trump,

La La Land, The Voice, and Samsung dataset. The average

values of 10 samples of each dataset regarding Kendall and

Spearman coefficient are presented in Table 4, showing a

considerable similarity between the sample and the whole

population in terms of ranking of itemsets.

4.5 Reputation Through Frequent Named
Entities

Exploring the reputation of an entity through the Frequent

Named Entities that the dataset contains is interesting to

discover. In this experiment, we used Algorithm 3 to track

back the tweets of the sample that represent the explored

FNEs. For each FNE, we found the sentiment and calcu-

lated its reputation. In order to respect the frequency of the

FNE in the sample, we weighted the reputation by the

support of the FNE. In the end, we calculated an overall

reputation as in:

Xn

k¼1

rk � sk ð5Þ

where rk is the sentiment of the reputation of the itemset ik
and sk is the support of the ik in S.

We implemented this idea for Obama dataset and Trump

dataset and repeated the experiment 10 times for each case

(Table 5). Both datasets related to public figures showed a

precise alignment of the reputation explored through FNEs

after weighted sampling with the reputation of the whole

population. The average accuracy of the interpretation

through FNEs is 90%. Nevertheless, in the case of the

movie La La Land, we can distinguish a difference between

both results. This misalignment comes from the fact that

movies are not as dynamic as public figures; therefore, the

reputation of a movie is enriched by FNEs, but not defined

by them. We can also explain this result with the lower

coverage and density of NE in La La Land compared to

Obama and Trump (Table 2). Moreover, since the param-

eters of interest are the lowest compared to the other

datasets, the weighted sample cannot exploit a lot of

behavior from the dataset.

The Voice is an interesting case, as since it is a TV show,

it is expected to behave as La La Land. Even though it is

inferior in density and coverage of Named Entities, it

manages to round up the reputation of the entity from its

Frequent Named Entities almost precisely. The advantage

of The Voice lies in the fact that the weighted sample is

more powerful, due to the fact that the parameters of

interest are considerably better than La La Land. Samsung

reveals new insights regarding Named Entities. Samsung

resembles La La Land in terms of parameters of interest; it

has low retweets and favorite count, but a high number of

followers. Moreover, in terms of density of NEs and cov-

erage of NEs, Samsung is rich, comparable to the people

datasets of Trump and Obama. As a result, Samsung

manages to have a good interpretation of reputation

regarding the whole dataset.

In the case of La La Land, through Frequent Named

Entities it is possible to discover dominating opinions that

bias the dataset. For instance, in all of our 10 samples, the

first FNE was related Emma Stone and JAEBUM and had a

reputation of (þ 100, � 0). Emma Stone has held a picture

of JAEBUM as a gesture of appreciation, and this event has

gone viral on Twitter. As a result, it dominated the dataset

Table 4 Similarity coefficients

Coefficient Obama Trump La La Land The Voice Samsung

Spearman 0.7979 0.764 0.653 0.790 0.771

Kendall 0.8984 0.597 0.789 0.618 0.678

Table 5 Reputation extraction through FNEs

Dataset Whole population Weighted sample

Positive Negative Positive Negative

Obama 40.79 - 59.20 40.91 - 59.08

Trump 32.04 - 67.96 38.22 - 61.77

La La Land 74.42 - 25.57 90.87 - 09.12

The Voice 56.06 - 43.93 55.28 - 44.71

Samsung 79.31 20.69 83.6 17.4
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in a positive way and affects the whole reputation. Emma

Stone is the main actress in La La Land, that is the reason

why this event is part of La La Land dataset. However, this

event is not related to the movie. With the help of the

itemset mining, viral events that are not relevant can be

distinguished and discarded from the aggregation.

To conclude, rich tweets in Named Entities are able to

interpret better the reputation of target entities. When the

tweets have a considerably low coverage and density of

NEs, then the weighted sample provides a better sample to

discover the reputation. This is the case of La La Land in

our experiments, which is able to overcome the problem of

low density and coverage of NEs through the weighted

sample. The parameters of interest contribute in selecting

rich tweets and improving the results.

It is important to note that our contribution does not

focus on finding a reputation, but in enriching the inter-

pretation of reputation by the means of Frequent Named

Entities. We have found some interesting observation such

as the reputation obtained for Trump was (þ 30,� 60),

whereas Donald Trump had (þ 50,50) and the itemset

{Trump,Obama} had (þ 52, � 48). Trump who by himself

has a negative score has a more positive score together with

Obama; this could be because people may be comparing

Trump to the former president who has a more positive

attitude from people. This self-explanatory approach gives

the user the possibility to interpret the information, and

since it breaks down the reputation of an entity into the

reputation of the groups of entities it belongs to, the user

has the freedom to use the pieces of reputation in a

meaningful way.

5 Conclusions

We addressed the problem of reputation discovery and

aggregation of sentiments by exploring the underlying

entities that coexist in the data. We stressed the importance

of information interpretation in explaining the reputation of

an entity. We introduced a weighted sampling technique to

improve the richness of the dataset.

We evaluated our approach comparing random and

weighted sample in terms of statistics of indicators, and we

tested the power of Frequent Named Entity Mining on

reputation discovery. Our proposed weighted sampling

technique proved to have an advantage over the random

sample. We showed that our approach proves to be gen-

erally robust to the type of the entity of interest. In the case

of entities that have low values of coverage and density of

FNEs like La La Land and The Voice, the weighted sam-

pling helps in improving the reputation discovery. We

pointed out that FNEs contribute in around 90% of the

reputation of the entity, especially in cases of public

figures, who are highly dynamic in their collaborations

with other entities.

This idea yields promising in Twitter, due to the entity

interconnections, so we suggest implementing it on other

social networks. Social networks are affected by the link-

age between nodes, and this property should be exploited in

aggregating information.

In this paper, we used a ranking algorithm based on

properties of interest to weight the tweets. Further studies

on weighting techniques or choosing and transforming the

properties of interest could improve the quality of the

sample.

We encourage the research on the reputation extraction

through Frequent Named Entities, as it is self-explanatory

and transparent. Further work could be applied on merging

and combining the reputation of the itemsets, in order to

compute to the reputation of the entity. Aggregation tech-

niques for reputation discovery could enrich this work and

contribute to reputation integration.
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